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INTRODUCTION
The steep hillslope at Gütsch within the city of 
Luzern were affected by several landslides in the 
last century. In 1908 even 4 fatalities occurred.  
A recent MTD in 2008 reached even buildings of 
Baselstrasse. The hillslope with inclination often 
more than 30° behind the houses possess unfavora-
ble geologic-geomorphological predisposition. 
Therefore, the current hazard map of that area 
called „Gütsch“ shows a moderate landslide hazard.
 
FIELD SETTINGS
The unfavourable predisposition on the hillslope  
of Gütsch was intensified by wind throw of two 
severe storms in 1990 and 1999, named Vivian and 
Lothar. The subsequent loss of root cohesion led to 
increase in erosion processes , and a shallow land- 
slide in 2008. The thickness of the unstable  loose 
sediments, the colluvium at Gütsch area varies 
between 0.5 m and 2.5 m. Another problem is that 
the Gütsch area with an elevation of up to 800 m 
a.s.l.  is located pretty close to the Pilatus mountain 
range of 2‘000 m a.s.l. Most rainfall depressions 
come from West and Northwest direction where 
Pilatus as the highest range at the southern border 
of the Swiss Plateau gives rise to common high 
rainfall intensities with 1‘300 mm and evidently 
higher per year (Keller, 2003). The colluvium of 
clayey-silty sands with stones and cobbles, a diam-
icton  has permeabilities of 10-6 to 10-7 m/s acting 
as aqui- clude. Whereas the weathered and frac-
tured sandstones underneath have permeabilities in 
the order of 10-4 m/s, therefore acting as joint 
aquifer. Water circulation within the joint aquifer 
leads to to high pore water saturation, reduction in 
shear strength, and episodically very high pore 
water pressure heads. The unfavourable predisposi-
tion as well as the inconvenient hydrogeological 
conditions favour triggering of slides by heavy 
rainfall. 

In addition, there are some weathered and jointed 
rock cliffs acting as sources of rockfall.

HAZARD MAP AND RISK POTENTIAL
The hazard map (Canton of Lucerne, 2015) shows 
clearly a moderate danger for shallow landslides  
at Gütsch, mountain side of the buildings at Basel-
strasse. Federal regulations of Switzerland demand 
for the blue risk zones (moderate risk) appropriate 
protection measures (e.g. drainage of the ground, 
retaining nets) or particular planning measures 
(e.g. minimum distance to outer margin of poten-
tial debris flows).
In view of the known risks and the resulting safety 
deficiency, the city council of Lucerne commission 
the consulting geology company Keller + Lorenz to 
plan effective protection measures against future 
slides, and rock fall as well. The geologists proposed 
to place a flexible landslide barriers, developed by 
Geobrugg (WSL, 2011). This system is also tested 
for rock fall impacts up to 500 kJ (DTC Test Center, 
2012). For that, they designed also a drainage 
foundation for permanent dewatering enhance-
ment.

BARRIER PROTECTION
The mitigation project „Gütsch“ provides the first 
time use of this new protection system against 
shallow landslides as direct property protection in 
Switzerland. Adaptation of hazard maps after 
protection measures will be done according to 
Protect report (Planat, 2004). First studies of the 
influence of flexible shallow landslide barriers to 
hazard mapping were given in Wendeler (2011).
Big advantage of the flexible barriers are fast and 
easy installation in difficult terrain, low space 
requirements, and the transparent appearance 
compared to conventional protection measures like 
deviation dams or concrete walls. Adaptation 
directly on properties like houses normally ends  
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up in thicker concrete walls and no openings to  
the expected impacted side of the house (Weglei-
tung, 2005). Most of the house owners do not want 
to rebuild their house because of the hazard map 
adaptation. In such a case a flexible barrier in front 
of the house might be a good and solid solution. 
The expected lifespan of these barriers are in 
moderate corrosion classes without any impact 
around 30 years like flexible rock fall barriers.  
If the barrier gets impacted within his life period 
some maintenance work has to be executed like 
opening the barrier system, digging out the materi-
al and replacement of the energy absorbing devices.  
The calculated decisive design pressure of the 
expected shallow landslide according to Wegleitung 
(2005) was pimp=120 kN/m that was why a 
SL-150 barrier with a total height of 3.5 m was 
suitable with a max. tested design pressure of  
150 kN/m2.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The mitigation project „Gütsch“ is the first one in 
Switzerland using flexible nets against shallow 
landslides. The nets are placed directly in the city  
of Luzern. Some houses along Baselstrasse are 
directly protected by this new measure. Further 
debris slides and low energy rock fall caused by  
the ongoing erosion process won‘t be any more  
a danger for the people living in the houses under-
neath. More details about the geology itself, the 
decision why this new protection measure was  
chosen, and the installation process will be present-
ed in the paper.
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Figure 1. Flexible shallow landslide barrier in steep Gütsch terrain protecting the 
houses underneath as direct protection measure.
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